
Capture
THE

Moment



Welcome
to the Family!
Welcome to Wheelhouse Pix, where moments come 

to life through the lens of our 65 years of photographic 

expertise. As a family-owned photo lab, we are dedicated 

to preserving the essence of each student’s academic 

chapter. Our legacy is rooted in the art of storytelling 

through images, forging memories that last a lifetime.

Recognizing the significance of preserving these 

moments, we combine a rich history of excellence with 

an unwavering commitment to quality and personalized 

service.

Trust us to be your partners in tradition, innovation, and 

capturing the vibrant spirit of your school community. 
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Picture
Day

We prioritize creating a safe, enjoyable, and punctual 

experience for everyone on picture day. Our experienced 

photographers bring not just skills but also a genuine 

passion for capturing the unique personalities of each 

student. Our picture day is designed to be a fun and 

expressive moment, fostering smiles and showcasing 

individuality.

To maintain a smooth schedule, we collaborate closely 

with school staff for effective planning and execution. 

Additionally, safety remains a top concern, our team follows 

all necessary protocols to ensure a secure environment.

With Wheelhouse Pix, we transform picture day into a 

stress-free event marked by professionalism, creativity, 

and a commitment to delivering high-quality images 

promptly. 
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Experience
the Difference

Empowering parents with a seamless and personalized photo ordering experience is our 

commitment. We offer a variety of flexible options to cater to individual preferences and needs.

Our range of ordering options ensures that parents can effortlessly select and cherish the 

moments that matter most to them. Your satisfaction is our priority, and we strive to make the 

photo ordering process as convenient and enjoyable as possible.

Our user-friendly online 
platform allows parents 
to conveniently view and 
order photos from the 
comfort of their homes.

We prioritize the security 
of your transactions. Our 
online payment system 
ensures a safe and 
straightforward process.

Enhance your photo order 
with exclusive add-ons 
such as canvas frames and 
personalized keepsakes.

Tailor your photo order with 
our customizable packages. 
Choose your combination of 

prints and specialty items.

Preview images before 
making  a decision. This 

ensures parents make an 
informed choice. 

Our meticulous photo 
retouching and editing 
services enhance  each 

image, ensuring a 
flawless final product.

ONLINE ORDERING

SECURE PAYMENT OPTIONS

EXCLUSIVE ADD-ONS

CUSTOM PACKAGES

PROOFING GALLERIES

PHOTO RETOUCHING



Capturing
Moments

We capture timeless moments by providing expertly 

crafted yearbooks and student ID’s, encapsulating the 

spirit of each school year. 

Yearbooks are not just compilations of pictures; they’re 

tangible capsules of memories. Flipping through our 

yearbooks becomes a journey of nostalgia and reflection, 

preserving the memorable chapters of student life.

YEARBOOKS:
Memories in Print

Student ID’s service as paramount tools for identification 

and security within schools. We deliver professional, 

visually clear student ID cards that establish identity and 

security in the school environment.

STUDENT ID’S:
Identity and Security



Pictures
Perfected:
65 Years of 
Excellence

Exceeding 
Expectations:
Exceptional 
Customer Service

Our in-house photo lab isn’t just a testament to our 

commitment and expertise; it’s a strategic advantage. With 

our lab under the same roof, we ensure control over the 

entire photographic process, guaranteeing unparalleled 

quality. This unique capability creates a distinct benefit 

for our clients: timely turnaround. By having our own lab, 

we streamline the production pipeline, delivering high-

quality images promptly. 

Our commitment to customer service goes 

beyond capturing moments; it’s about 

creating an exceptional experience. Our 

dedicated team strives to ensure that every 

interaction reflects our passion for excellence. 

From personalized consultations to addressing 

inquiries with prompt and friendly assistance, 

we prioritize your satisfaction. 

With open communication channels and a 

customer-centric approach, we aim to exceed 

expectations. At Wheelhouse Pix, our customers 

aren’t just clients; they’re partners in preserving 

memories. Trust us to deliver not only outstanding 

photographs but an unparalleled service that makes 

every step of the journey memorable and enjoyable.



Beyond Photos:
Fundraising

Through our in-house platform, Signs Unleashed, we 

seamlessly merge photographic expertise with large 

format printing, aiming to empower schools in their 

fundraising efforts for the arts, athletics, academics, and 

class fundraisers. We allow you to effortlessly contribute 

to your favorite teams or groups by seamlessly integrating 

customized yard signs and banners into your fundraising.

Join us in turning moments into impactful fundraising 

with Signs Unleashed. Elevate your school spirit, support 

your favorite teams or groups, and contribute directly to 

the success of your school’s initiatives.



Wheelhouse Graphix
Elevating School 

Identities

Our commitment to excellence extends far beyond 

photography. Allow us to introduce Wheelhouse Graphix, 

a specialized division within our company - a patriarch of 

visual solutions. Here, we offer dimensional large format 

printing solutions.

With our highly skilled team, we offer a diverse range 

of offerings. From athletic record displays and school 

logos, to hallway and locker designs, inspirational quotes, 

window vinyl, yard signs, banners, and directional signage 

- our team collaborates seamlessly to transform spaces 

with creativity and precision.

Trust in our dedication to not only capture moments 

but also elevate your brand’s identity through innovative 

design and unparalleled expertise in large format printing.



Capturing Memories,
Champion of 
School Identities

OUR MISSION:
In every capture, a culture unveils: Wheelhouse Pix, your 

beacon in school photography, and Wheelhouse Graphix, 

your partner in crafting vibrant school identities.

For professional service in photography, fundraising, and 

branding tailored to your school’s needs, contact us today 

for more information and personalized guidance.

800-732-0815

445 Enterprise Ct, Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302

www.wheelhousepix.com



www.wheelhousepix.com


